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The U.S. economy continues to expand at a moderate sub-3% rate driven by a global upturn and the 

rebound from a manufacturing recession. 
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After three years of flat earnings, S&P 500 companies delivered accelerating earnings in 2017 

and appear on track for double-digit growth in 2018.  
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Economic data from around the world suggest that a synchronized global expansion is continuing.  With 

30% of aggregated S&P 500 company revenues originating from international markets, the global upturn has 

provided a favorable tailwind driving revenue and earnings growth for U.S. multinationals. The 

manufacturing rebound is expected to grow with international trade. 
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The Institute of Supply Management (ISM) Purchasing Manager’s Index (PMI) and Non-

Manufacturing Index (NMI) have remained solidly in expansion mode.  Strength in international 

markets has helped improve U.S. manufacturing and production trends.  Production and utilization 

are up, and signs of increased capital expenditure plans are apparent. 

Source: FactSet, Cornerstone Macro. 
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While economic activity has remained steady, the yield curve (3-month T-bills versus 10-year 

Treasury notes) has flattened, befuddling many market participants.  A flattening yield curve is 

typically viewed as a sign of a slowing economy; an inverted curve typically foreshadows a 

recession.  Based on the increase in long-term interest rates, the markets are expecting continued 

economic growth. The Fed, on the other hand, is tightening to keep inflation in check. So far, the 

Fed has maintained the balance between steady growth and rising inflation.  
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Despite the strong year in equity markets, technical indicators appear to have worked off some of 

their more overbought readings.  Rather than undergo a steep correction, the market continues to 

rotate from sector to sector instead of declining.   
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The main concern for investors remains the overall high valuation of equities.  The market is 

currently trading at the high end of the historical valuation range.  While this is no reason to 

anticipate a decline, it does mean that the economy and earnings need to continue expanding at a 

steady pace.  Otherwise, valuation multiples will return to the mean via price alone.   
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Commentary 

• The U.S. economy continues to expand at a moderate sub-3% rate driven by a global upturn and the 

rebound from a manufacturing recession.  After three years of flat earnings, S&P 500 companies delivered 

accelerating earnings in 2017 and appear on track for double-digit growth in 2018.  

 

• Economic data from around the world suggest that a synchronized global expansion is continuing.  With 

30% of aggregated S&P 500 company revenues originating from international markets, the global 

expansion has provided a favorable tailwind driving revenue and earnings growth for U.S. multinationals.  

 

• The manufacturing rebound is expected to continue. The Institute of Supply Management (ISM) 

Purchasing Manager’s Index (PMI) and Non-Manufacturing Index (NMI) have remained solidly in 

expansion mode.  Strong international markets have helped improve U.S. manufacturing and production 

trends.  Production and utilization are up, and signs of increased capital expenditure plans are apparent. 

 

• While economic activity has remained steady, the yield curve (3-month T-bills versus 10-year Treasury 

notes) has flattened but remains positively sloping.  The U.S. might very well have put in a secular bottom 

in yields.  

 

• Despite the strong year in equity markets, the technical indicators do not appear severely overbought.  

 

• The main concern for investors remains the overall high valuation of equities.  The market is currently 

trading at the high end of the valuation range.  While this is no reason to anticipate a decline, it does mean 

that the economy and earnings need to continue expanding at a steady pace.  Otherwise, valuation 

multiples will return to the mean via price alone.  
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Investment Management of Virginia, LLC.  The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is 

not necessarily complete and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the 

fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of the information and opinions contained herein. The views and the other information 

provided are subject to change without notice. This report and the others posted on www.imva.net are issued without regard to the specific 

investment objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any specific recipient and are not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to 

buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future results. Company fundamentals 

and earnings may be mentioned occasionally, but should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold the company’s stock. 

Predictions, forecasts, estimates for any and all markets should not be construed as recommendations to buy, sell, or hold any security--

including mutual funds, futures contracts, and exchange traded funds, or any similar instruments. The text, images, and other materials 

contained or displayed on any Investment Management of Virginia, LLC product, service, report, email or website are proprietary 

to Investment Management of Virginia, LLC and constitute valuable intellectual property. No material from any part of www.imva.net may be 

downloaded, transmitted, broadcast, transferred, assigned, reproduced or in any other way used or otherwise disseminated in any form to any 

person or entity, without the explicit written consent of Investment Management of Virginia, LLC. All unauthorized reproduction or other use 

of material from Investment Management of Virginia, LLC shall be deemed willful infringement(s) of this copyright and other proprietary and 

intellectual property rights, including but not limited to, rights of privacy.  Investment Management of Virginia, LLC expressly reserves all 

rights in connection with its intellectual property, including without limitation the right to block the transfer of its products and services and/or 

to track usage thereof, through electronic tracking technology, and all other lawful means, now known or hereafter devised.  Investment 

Management of Virginia, LLC reserves the right, without further notice, to pursue to the fullest extent allowed by the law any and all criminal 

and civil remedies for the violation of its rights. The recipient should check any email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. 

Investment Management of Virginia, LLC accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this company’s emails or 

website.  Additional information available on request. 


